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WyreStorm Provides the Missing Link for Boardrooms and Classrooms with Wireless/Wired Screen
Sharing and Presentation Switching.
New York – May 6, 2016 – WyreStorm ScreenLink™ is a new collaboration software for wired or wireless
(Wi-Fi) network display sharing from Windows and Mac devices to its 5x1 HDBaseT and AV Over IP
Presentation Switchers, SW-0501-HDBT and NetworkHD NHD-SW-0501 respectively. Ideal applications
include large screen corporate and collaborative classroom environments.
With so much time often wasted during valuable meeting or class time trying to set up multi-user content
sharing, a quicker, simpler approach was needed – enter ScreenLink. The software itself was designed to
enable all users to start sharing their screens in seconds regardless of technical expertise.
Focusing on superior integration and a flawless user experience, ScreenLink supports the simultaneous
connection of up to 26 Mac or Windows laptops/computers to each SW-0501-HDBT or NHD-SW-0501
presentation switcher. Up to 4 computers can be displayed at the same time through a variety of
configuration options; including single, dual, PiP and quad-view.
ScreenLink features a simple three-step on-screen set-up process with fast connection of new devices.
Security is also a priority, which can be set to fixed, random or no access code requirements.
After installing the software application via a direct download from the presentation switcher, USB key or
web, user then only need connect to the local network, enter the on-screen number to start ScreenLink and
beam their screens over the network to a display connected to the SW-0501-HDBT or NHD-SW-0501.
The convenience of wireless network streaming allows users to share their computer screens without
worrying about connecting cables, ideal for viewing spreadsheets and documents to the room. For
applications where latency is important when sharing of audio and video, such as video conferencing, voice
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over IP calls, software demonstrations and trainings both the SW-0501-HDBT and NHD-SW-0501 models
support wired VGA and HDMI inputs for fully uncompressed, zero-latency sharing.
Both switcher models offer compact, high performance switching and auto scaling of 4x HDMI, 1x VGA
sources up to 1920x1200p @60Hz, microphone input with phantom power, stereo inputs and auto-mix
stereo audio output. A variety of control options include front panel, built in Web UI, CEC, contact closure
panels, IP and separate or combined RS-232 to manage and control the switcher or external devices.
In line with our product development strategy of focusing on HDMI, HDBaseT and AV over IP technologies
and the unique benefits each platform offers for specific applications, the SW-0501-HDBT features HDMI
and HDBaseT outputs with PoH power for transmission up to 100m/328ft, best suited for transmission to a
one or two display devices within a single location.
New to the line in Q4 2016, the NHD-SW-0501 model offers the features an H.264 IP streaming output for
use as part of NetworkHD 100/200-Series AV over IP systems from a central location to multiple displays
and video walls in multiple zones. The addition of IP streaming capabilities opens up the enormous
potential of combining the presentation switcher features and ScreenLink content sharing features within
the NetworkHD system for scalable AV distribution that makes it ideal for scalable corporate or education
applications of virtually any size.

ScreenLink is available as a free download and preinstalled with SW-0501-HDBT (Q3 2016) and NHD-SW-0501
from Q4 2016

SW-0501-HDBT
http://www.wyrestorm.com/catalog/SW-0501-HDBT

Now available

NHD-SW-0501
Web page coming soon

Q4 2016

Digital images available here https://wyrestorm.box.com/s/cues6fs0m9boqq0spgel2qwn3j4c3z1o
Follow WyreStorm at InfoComm 2016 on social media and the WyreStorm InfoComm 2016 page:
http://www.wyrestorm.com/content/infocomm-2016
Contact your authorized WyreStorm Sales Partner for further information on WyreStorm 4K and HD Distribution
and Control Solutions or visit www.wyrestorm.com.
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About WyreStorm
WyreStorm is a vertically integrated prime manufacturer of award-winning distribution and control products for
commercial, residential and retail markets. Embracing the multiple technology platforms of HDMI, HDBaseT and
networked AV, WyreStorm provide solutions that allow the integrator to utilize the best technology for a given
application, offering unrivaled interoperability, value and compatibility with the latest 4K standards.
Our ability to combine technologies facilitates the creation of both single platform and hybrid systems that can
be perfectly tailored to applications for true one-manufacturer solutions and seamless integration that
exemplifies our view that the type of technology used is of paramount importance in the success of a project.

Press Contact:
Christian Thomas christian.thomas@wyrestorm.com
WyreStorm Marketing Communications Manager
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WyreStorm Marketing Director
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